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Writing Rubrics 
 
These rubrics are generic, but each will serve as a scoring guide for your essays.  
Please refer to this sheet if you have questions about your score on an essay.   
 
150pt 100pt  50pt  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
142.5   95     47.5    Excellent thesis; excellent illustrations (support); effective imagination 

(commentary) (sees and makes connections); excellent organization—
these essays are particularly persuasive or carefully reasoned and 
demonstrate impressive stylistic control; there may be infrequent minor 
grammar/syntax errors.  

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
135      90      45       Excellent thesis; excellent illustrations (support); less imagination or 

speculations (commentary); effective organization—these essays are 
cohesive and demonstrate the writer’s ability to control a wide range of 
the elements of effective writing, but they are not flawless. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
127.5   85    42.5     Intelligent, yet less effective thesis; effective illustrations, sound 

organization; somewhat imaginative; a little too much reliance on 
summarizing the prompt or source(s); a few lapses in 
grammar/diction/syntax may be present, but for the most part, the 
prose style is strong. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
120      80     40      Adequate thesis; some illustrations, significantly less imagination and 

risk taking; a “safe” paper (too much summary), carefully done; some 
lapses in grammar/diction/syntax may be present, but for the most 
part the prose conveys the writer’s ideas clearly without significant 
intellectual leaps. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
112.5   75    37.5    Thesis unnecessarily imprecise; predictable illustrations; analysis itself is 

general (too much summary/not enough commentary), and evidence 
and illustrations may be superficial or limited; uneven development 
though the prose is generally clear—the essay has “moments” when it’s 
an effective essay; grammar/diction/syntax errors impeding the essay’s 
message.  

________________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 
105      70     35      Barely adequate response—if a thesis exists, it is hiding and it is up to 

the reader to find it; the writer may misunderstand or misrepresent the 
task or use inappropriate or insufficient evidence and illustrations.  
While the prose usually conveys the writer’s ideas, it generally suggests 
inconsistent control over the elements of writing—such as grammar, 
diction and syntax; organization is usually rambling.  

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
97.5     65    32.5    No discernible thesis; may misread or substitute a simpler task, thus 

only tangentially addressing the question; an assortment of rambling 
generalizations or a paraphrase takes the place of cogent analysis; there 
is little attention to structural and rhetorical techniques; the prose 
reveals consistent weaknesses in the control of elements of writing, a 
lack of development and organization, grammatical problems, and a 
lack of control 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
90       60     30      Demonstrates incompetence—this paper is flawed by poor 

organization, thin development, little or inappropriate support, and 
frequent errors in grammar, diction, and sentence structure. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
82.5 55    27.5     You turned a paper in.              
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 EXCEPTIONAL (“A” papers): 

• Complex, original, sophisticated, and varied with no major errors in usage 
• Varied sentence construction with controlled use of subordinate elements 
• Lucid and enjoyable to read; smooth flow or ideas 
• Logical, coherent structure which facilitates flow of ideas or structure of 

argument; smooth transitions 
• Abundant specific support which relates directly to the stated thesis or argument 
• Nearly but not complete flawless; errors are minor and infrequent 

 
ADMIRABLE (“B” papers): 

• Varied with many complex ideas; few, if any, errors in usage; occasional imprecise 
word choice 

• Uses a variety of sentence forms; clear prose with few, if any, tense or agreement 
errors or awkward constructions 

• Structure appropriate for purpose, although not particularly note-worthy 
• Transitions present between different elements 
• Primarily specific support with some general statements; bulk or support is related 

to thesis 
• A few minor errors, misplaced commas, apostrophes, or incorrect capitalization 

 
BARELY ADEQUATE (“C” papers): 

• Many simple words with some complex ideas, imprecise or incorrect word choice; 
some errors in usage 

• Primarily simple and short compound sentence structure; some awkward or 
unclear constructions; tense/agreement errors 

• Follows formulaic structure, which may not fit intentions or purpose of piece; 
transitions, if any, are weak or illogical 

• Specific support, if any, is unexplained or illogical; mostly general statements 
which are not tied to the thesis or argument 

 
INADEQUATE (“D” papers): 

• Multiple minor errors or errors of greater magnitude, including comma splices 
• Primarily simple words; vague, incorrect word choice; use of cliché 
• Almost exclusively simple sentences; convoluted, unclear, repetitious 
• Multiple tense and agreement errors 
• No attempt made at a logical structure; transitions, if present, are weak or unclear 
• Generalizations, repetitive words and phrases, same idea of example frequently 

restated 
• Major errors; missing or incorrect punctuation, sentence fragments, comma 

splices, etc. 


